• **LG PuriCare™ Mini** ([AP151MWA1 & AP151MBA1](#))
  Clean Air for Every Moment
  At 18.7 oz. – including the built-in battery – LG PuriCare™ Mini is light enough to carry in one hand and can be used almost anywhere thanks to its built-in battery. In addition to clean air, the portable purifier also provides quiet operation.

  **Reliability You Can Trust**
  Users can trust the LG PuriCare™ Mini air purifier will keep the air in their environment clean, having earned various certifications* for its air-cleansing capabilities, including Clean Performance from Intertek and Allergen Removal Performance from British Allergy Foundation (BAF).

  *British Allergy Foundation (BAF) certifies its allergen elimination capability, and Korea Asthma Allergy Foundation (KAF) certification guarantees it helps with asthma and allergies. It’s certified its optimal dust sensor to detect and remove super-fine dust and portable air purification system including cleaning ability by CA (Clean Air) certification from Korea Air Cleaning Association.

  **Intuitive Purification**
  Once the LG PuriCare™ Mini has detected the presence of airborne contaminants, LG’s powerful DUAL Inverter motor draws in any allergens and ultra-fine dust while the Twin Tornado Dual Fan sends fresh air far and wide for fast, effective coverage.

  **30dB Low Noise**
  Whisper quiet, LG’s purifier won’t disturb anyone, making it ideal for the office, the library, or any area where silence is preferred.

  **Bluetooth App Convenient Smart Control**
  The app’s special features include automatic notifications, remote control of purifier operation (airflow intensity), filter information, real-time air quality status updates, usage history, and battery level.

  **Easy Control**
  All functions can be easily accessed via the two buttons on the top of the unit. When all three lights are on, Turbo mode is activated to effectively remove dust.

• **LG PuriCare 360°** ([AS560DWR0](#))
  Powerful Filtration, Thorough Clean
  The PuriCare 360° uses HEPA filters to trap 99.97% of ultra-fine dust & impurities, and a unique deodorization filter to remove odors like food, smoke, smog, and harmful airborne chemicals.

  **360° of Purification**
  The device features a unique purification method that promotes 360 degrees of clean air delivery, including areas low to the floor where infants and toddlers are.

  **Whisper Quiet**
The purifier is powerful while remaining whisper-quiet thanks to LoDecibel™ quiet operation – with sound levels as low as 25dB.

**Boost Your Air Delivery**
The Clean Booster delivers clean air up to 24 feet farther and ensures more even distribution while the device also uses an intelligent LED indicator system that changes from red to orange to yellow to green as the indoor air quality improves so users can easily monitor air quality.

**Always Know Your Air Quality**
Uses an intelligent LED indicator system that changes from red to orange to yellow to green as the indoor air quality improves so users can easily monitor air quality.

**Greater Connectivity**
Users can enjoy the comfort and peace of mind of fresher air at home by adjusting the key features of their LG PuriCare 360° Air Purifier from anywhere, at any time using the LG ThinQ app on a smartphone; available on Android and iOS devices. The purifier can also be controlled via simple voice commands using the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa.

- **LG SIGNATURE Air Purifier (AM501YWM1)**
  **Watering System**
  LG's Watering Engine rotates at high speeds spraying 18L/hour to infuse moisture inhaled air. Atomized water is dispersed from the air purifier to create a comfortable humidity level. Using the Rain View Window, users can enjoy a visualization of the humidification process. By Ultra Violet light, water in the bucket is sterilized before sprayed. When humidification is stopped, the purified airflow will automatically dry the filters to prevent mold and bacteria accumulation.

  **UV LED & Smart Drying**
  By Ultra Violet light, water in the bucket is sterilized before sprayed. When humidification is stopped, the purified airflow will automatically dry the filters to prevent mold and bacteria accumulation.

  **Smart Indicator and Smart Lighting**
  Check air quality easily with 4 stylist colors and detect the amount of various airborne particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5, & PM1.0) with a PM 1.0 Sensor.

  **Pure Intelligence is in the Air**
  Achieve air revitalization with the simplicity and convenience of LG SIGNATURE air purifier’s SmartThingQ technology.

  **Inverter Motor**
  The LG SIGNATURE air purifier features 10 years of inverter motor warranty.
LAUNDRY

- **LG Styler Mirror Finish** *(S3MFBN)* & Espresso *(S3RFBN)*

  **Laundry Room Innovations**

  LG Styler is a unique clothing care system with technological innovations that keep clothing refreshed and de-wrinkle. This helpful innovation for the laundry room also helps consumers minimize the number of visits to the dry cleaner, save time, and money, all while keeping them looking their best.

  **TrueSteam® Technology**

  With LG’s exclusive TrueSteam® technology, the gentle power of pure steam – without chemicals – is employed to sanitize clothes while working to refresh and remove both odors and light wrinkles from clothing.

  **Certified to Reduce Allergens**

  LG Styler is CERTIFIED asthma and allergy friendly® by the Asthma and Allergy Foundation of America (AAFA) to remove 99.9 percent of allergens in as little as 20 minutes.

  **Heat Pump Drying System**

  LG Styler comes equipped with an innovative heat pump drying system that was designed to use a combination of conventional heating elements to dry clothing safely and economically by recovering and recycling heat from the hot, moist air that normally escapes. This method of drying uses less electricity than that of a conventional heater, helping consumers save energy and money as a result.

  **Moving Hanger Action**

  By gently shaking clothes after they have been steamed, the Moving Hanger Action works to de-wrinkle garments gently and effectively by sliding right to left 220 times per minute, giving users refreshed clothing without damage to fabrics.

  **ThinQ™ Technology with Wi-Fi**

  LG ThinQ™ technology allows users to control and monitor LG Styler’s functions via its smartphone application. Users can use it to start and stop cycles while also receiving status updates. LG Styler can also automatically set the recommended cycle and options on its own via Wi-Fi.

  **Pants Press for Crease Care**

  This feature is a critical tool for keeping pants pressed neatly, as it creases pants flawlessly while reducing wrinkles and removing odors. In one cycle, LG Styler creases pants in difficult to reach places, such as the thigh and knee, while also reducing unwanted wrinkles on the backside of knees.
Smart Diagnosis™
LG’s Smart Diagnosis™ works to troubleshoot technical issues. If consumers ever experience an issue with their LG Styler, this feature helps the service center diagnose the problem over the phone, or with a simple app on a smartphone. Smart Diagnosis can let the technician know which part needs to be replaced or fixed before the visit, thus minimizing costly and inconvenient service calls. Troubleshooting has never been so simple and easy.

Residential Air Conditioners (RAC)

- **LG DUAL Inverter Smart Wi-Fi Enabled Window Air Conditioner (LW1019IVSM)**

  **Overview**
  LG’s 9,500 BTU Dual Inverter Smart Wi-Fi Enabled Window Air Conditioner is a quiet and energy-efficient cooling solution with an estimated cooling area of 450 square feet. This high-performance unit features LG’s Dual Inverter Technology, allowing for up to 15% more savings than your traditional air conditioner.

  **The Coolest Energy Savings Around:**
  Unlike typical air conditioners that turn on and off to adjust temperatures, the DUAL Inverter Compressor™ constantly adjusts its speed to maintain desired temperature levels. That means less fluctuation and up to 25% more energy efficiency than the minimum ENERGY STAR® certification requirement.

  **Whisper Quiet Operation:**
  LG air conditioners operate at low sound levels of just 44dB, thanks to LG’s unique BLDC Motor and DUAL Inverter Compressor™, which eliminate unnecessary noise and allow for smooth operation that you’ll barely notice.

  **Total Control From Your Phone:**
  LG SmartThinQ® technology lets you control your LG air conditioner from anywhere, so you can start or stop cooling, change the mode or set the temperature from anywhere. It also works with the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa so you can change your air conditioner settings with simple voice commands when you’re at home.

- **LG PuriCare 50* Pint Dehumidifier with Drain Pump & WiFi (UDS01KOJ5)**

  **Draining Made Easy**
With a built-in drain pump, LG Dehumidifiers can continuously drain water directly into a sink, out a window or down a drain.

**ThinQ Connectivity**
Expand the limits of your dehumidifier with the LG SmartThinQ app. Start or stop the dehumidifier, monitor bucket capacity and get notifications all from your smartphone.

**Everyday Ease**
The LG Dehumidifier features large, clear displays to easily check and control humidity levels. Maintenance is a no fuss affair with a convenient water bucket and tray handle. It also includes four smooth rolling wheels so it can be moved without breaking a sweat. Users can also expand the limits of the dehumidifier with the LG SmartThinQ app. Start or stop the dehumidifier, monitor bucket capacity and get notifications all from a smartphone.

**Designed with Safety in Mind**
Safety is a top priority for LG. That’s why the LG Dehumidifier was designed with features to promote safe dehumidification, such as a Safety Standby Mode that prevents overheating, and internal components that are made of thermally resistant materials, such as glass, fiber, and silicon housed in a steel structure.

---

**Vacuum (VAC)**

- **LG CordZero™ Stick Vacuum with Kompressor™ (A927)**
  **Clean More, Empty Less**
  Press the Kompressor™ lever to compress dirt and dust so you can keep cleaning instead of stopping to empty the dust bin. Further, with Kompressor, the dust bin capacity is doubled – it also makes it easier to empty when its full, with less mess and scattered dust.

  **More Battery Life**
The A9 includes an upgraded rechargeable Lithium-Ion Battery Dual PowerPack™ that delivers up to 120 minutes of operation (using 2 batteries in normal hand mode). Whereas, the previous model offered a maximum of 80 minutes between charging.

  **Easier Dust Disposal**
The Dust Compressor makes the device’s dust bin easier and more hygienic to empty, alleviating the need to clean out any remaining dust by hand - preventing particles from escaping into the air. Thanks to the effectiveness of the compressor, the vacuum’s 0.4L-capacity bin can accommodate more dust and dirt.

  **5-Step Filtration System**
The 5-step system filters 99.99% of dust and dirt, first separating dirt in the bin and then filtering fine dust.

  **Smart Connectivity**
Users with the ThinQ app access step-by-step guides for cleaning the filters or easily set up smartphone reminders for routine maintenance. It also helps you stay on top of your vacuum’s performance with alerts for potential issues and helpful maintenance tips.

**Washable Cyclones and Filters for Easy Maintenance**
Extend the life of your vacuum with easy to maintain removable and washable filters. Unlike other vacuums that only allow you to wash the filter, LG CordZero lets you wash both the filter and the cyclone system to clean away dirt and keep your vacuum running at its best.

**So Much More Than a Stand**
With the LG CordZero vacuum’s portable charging stand, you can easily store and charge anywhere, anytime – without drilling holes into your wall.

**Effective Cleaning**
The vacuum employs 15 axial-type cyclones and 1 tangential-type cyclone to increase airflow, which helps remove dust from household surfaces. All remaining dust is filtered by the vacuum’s HEPA filter, ensuring effective cleaning with no loss of suction.

- **LG CordZero™ A9 (A907GMS)**
  Take Charge of Your Cleaning Time
  The LG CordZero A9 Stick Vacuum boasts strong suction and two rechargeable, detachable quick release batteries that let you clean and charge at the same time for up to 80 minutes of uninterrupted performance. The Power Punch nozzle delivers a powerful clean to more than just surfaces. By creating vibrations, it helps uncover and remove hidden dust embedded in items like mattresses, sofas, upholstered chairs and more.

  **Deep Clean Hidden Dust**
The Power Punch nozzle delivers a powerful clean to more than just surfaces. By creating vibrations, it helps uncover and remove hidden dust embedded in items like mattresses, sofas, upholstered chairs and more.

  **Powerful Suction**
  Powerful performance built to last. The Smart Inverter Motor creates powerful 140AW suction. The motor is also backed by a 10-year limited warranty for lasting peace of mind.

  **Washable Cyclones and Filters for Easy Maintenance**
  Extend the life of your vacuum with easy to maintain removable and washable filters. Unlike other vacuums that only allow you to wash the filter, LG CordZero lets you wash both the filter and the cyclone system to clean away dirt and keep your vacuum running at its best.

  **5-Step Filtration System**
The 5-step system filters 99.99% of dust and dirt, first separating dirt in the bin and then filtering fine dust.

  **Clean Carpets and Hard Floors with Ease**
Effectively cleans dust, dirt and pet hair from carpets and hard floors using the direct drive motor inside the power floor nozzle.

**Handheld Flexibility at Any Time**
Convert to a handheld vacuum for quick and easy spot cleaning of furniture and stairs.

**Adjustable Wand Length**
The adjustable telescopic wand allows for more flexibility and conveniently stores away to save space.

**Control Features with a Single Touch**
Turn the vacuum on and off easily, or select different power levels, including Turbo mode, with the touch of a thumb. That means less strain on your hand and a more comfortable clean.

**So Much More Than a Stand**
With the LG CordZero vacuum’s portable charging stand, you can easily store and charge anywhere, anytime – without drilling holes into your wall.

- **LG CordZero™ A9 Charge Cordless Stick Vacuum (A905RM)**
  Take Charge of Your Cleaning Time
  The LG CordZero A9 Stick Vacuum boasts strong suction and two rechargeable, detachable quick release batteries that let you clean and charge at the same time for up to 80 minutes of uninterrupted performance.

  **Powerful Suction**
  Powerful performance built to last. The Smart Inverter Motor creates powerful 140AW suction. The motor is also backed by a 10-year limited warranty for lasting peace of mind.

  **Washable Cyclones and Filters for Easy Maintenance**
  Extend the life of your vacuum with easy to maintain removable and washable filters. Unlike other vacuums that only allow you to wash the filter, LG CordZero lets you wash both the filter and the cyclone system to clean away dirt and keep your vacuum running at its best.

  **5-Step Filtration System**
  The 5-step system filters 99.99% of dust and dirt, first separating dirt in the bin and then filtering fine dust.

  **Clean Carpets with Ease**
  Effectively cleans dust, dirt and pet hair from carpets using the direct drive motor inside the nozzle cleaning head.

  **Handheld Flexibility at Any Time**
  Convert to a handheld vacuum for quick and easy spot cleaning of furniture and stairs.

  **Adjustable Wand Length**
  The adjustable telescopic wand allows for more flexibility and conveniently stores away to save space.

  **Control Features with a Single Touch**
Turn the vacuum on and off easily, or select different power levels, including Turbo mode, with the touch of a thumb. That means less strain on your hand a more comfortable clean.

So Much More Than a Stand
With the LG CordZero vacuum’s portable charging stand, you can easily store and charge anywhere, anytime – without drilling holes into your wall.